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Snowmass white paper contribution

▶ Expressing ideas important to the
authors of Data and Analysis
Preservation, Recasting, and
Reinterpretation Snowmass white
paper

▶ arXiv:2203.10057

▶ Focus on importance of long-term
future reuse of published anlayses to
maximise their scientific impact
▶ Enable new analyses and

reinterpretation of the results in the
future

▶ Focus on collider physics (so too
comments today)
▶ Supportive of Cosmic Frontier

recommenations
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Highlights from CompF7 subgroup report and CompF report

▶ Thank you to the Computational Frontier and CompF7
conveners for writing these important reports!

▶ We strongly agree with and support the
recommendations from the CompF7 subgroup report
and for the CompF summary report reinterpretation
and long-term preservation section as they are well
aligned with our recommendations
▶ Along with some suggestions to go further
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CompF7 subgroup report recommendations

▶ Recommendation 1:
Ensure that all current and future
experiments have a strategy and
resourced program for the long term
preservation of data and analysis
capabilities, including beyond the
lifetime of the individual
experiments.

▶ The legacy of modern experiments will
be their analyses and the data will be
used for decades to come. Critical to
ensure this work is done.

Happy to see this as an executive summary
item in the Computational Frontier report

draft
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CompF7 subgroup report recommendations

▶ Recommendation 2:
Invest in shared cyberinfrastructure
to preserve these data and support a
comprehensive analysis from various
experiments and surveys — both
active and completed — in order to
realize their full scientific impact. The
infrastructure should support the
requisite theoretical inputs and
computational requirements for
analysis as well as metadata and APIs
to track provenance and incentivize
participation.

▶ Examples: CERN Open Data Portal,
HEPData, Zenodo

arXiv:2203.10057
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Going further: Explicit support

Strongly encourage explicitly noting that this work is not free in personel and funds in
the CompF summary report (exists implicilty in the Executive Summary).

For these recommendations to be
successful, there will need to be dedicated
support:

▶ People to work in these areas

▶ Provide the necessary infrastucture
and services and associated
maintainance

Happy to see this explicitly mentioned in
the CompF7 subgroup report Executive
Summary

▶ “US funding agencies should
coordinate with international partners
such as the CERN Open Data Portal
and fund additional resources as
needed to ensure that all
US-supported projects have data and
analysis preservation support,
including post-operations and
including non-collider programs.”
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Going further: Cross-field collaboration, reinterpretation, recasting
▶ Reinterpretation and recasting movivates

multiple projects/goals acorss the field
▶ Data and data product preservation:

CERN Open Data Portal, HEPData,
Zenodo

▶ Tight information exchange loop between
experiments and theory

▶ FAIR-ification of software and data
products

▶ “Designing and implementing datasets and
analyses with this reuse in mind helps
guide the pragmatic choices for where
preservation effort is best spent.” —
CompF7 subgroup report
▶ Stronger advocacy for reinterpretation

and recasting helps motivate many of our
other goals

arXiv:2203.10057
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Challenges and Opportunities

Challenges
▶ Useful analysis preservation does take

more work at the individual analysis
level. To promote analysis
preservation, the community needs to
tangibly incentivize those doing the
work.
▶ “sociological” challenges in our

white paper

▶ Funded infrastructure for preservation
beyond the lifetime of experiments is
limited.
▶ “technical/infrastructure” challenges

Opportunities

▶ Broad support for concept of data and
analysis preservation. Now is a time to
push for this to recieve more support
and buy-in.

▶ Improving the infrastructure around
data and analysis presevation allows
for richer and more complex data
products to be preserved and used
(e.g. DSL specs, full probability
models).

▶ Well curated data and data products
can be positive force for Equity,
Diversity, and Inclusion initiatives
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Summary

▶ Strongly support the current recommenations in the
CompF7 subgroup report

▶ Happy to see that CompF7 goals have been noted in
the Computational Frontier summary report
executive summary

▶ Encourage the Computational Frontier summary report
to go further and make explicit requests for support
(funding, infrastructure, personel) and strengthen
support of reinterpretation and recasting to
CompF7 goals

▶ There will be challenges to move these
recommendations forward, but as a community we can
leverage those into opportunities for the whole field
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